
Specifi cations KTR 50

The KTR 50 is a standard table-top Taping Machine with 

 an open winding head

Small, quick, reliable, cost-effective and thus absolutely 

 economical: the perfect machine for effi cient and 

 cost-effective production

Branch-offs can be quickly inserted or lined up due 

 to the open winding head

Cable kits can be taped in no time fl at as the 

 machine is simple to handle, easy to use and 

 because the winding head can be quickly

 positioned

Wherever cable harnesses have to be 

 enclosed, Kabatec offers a solution in 

 line with market requirements with the Taping machine KTR 50

The compact design and versatility of this machine make it possible to meet your requirements quickly

The components for our machines have been selected to guarantee virtually maintenance-free and 

 reliable operation

Our machines are customized to your product according to the type and requirements of your application

This is possible because we can provide comprehensive in-house services ranging from project 

 management, design and production to customer service

Application Taping of simple and long cable kits as well as complex cable harnesses

without lenght measurement

Rotational speed 100-1000 rpm, simple, variable speed control via foot

pedal, incl. winding head positioning unit

Feed rate 0-70 mm/rotation, variable feed control, pneumatically actuated

Tape end detection Optional

Connection 1-phase 230V/50Hz, 6 bars compressed-air

Cable harness diameter Up to 20 mm (or as per customer requirements)

Tape width 9-19 mm (or as per customer requirements)

Material Any conventional adhesive tape
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Easy handling

Low-noise, maintenance-free winding head

Compact, ergonomic design

Massive guard cover with clear view on to the winding table

Table-top machine optionally available with pedestal

Ergonomic actuation of the feed roller 

(opening, closing) with the free left hand

Winding head speed, max. 1000 rpm

Winding head located 

in tape attachment position

Armrest made of wood 

or varnished MDF plate

Optional feature: Tape end detection

Additional characteristic features
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